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Chapter 2

The influence of the ligand in the iridium mediated electrocatalytic water oxidation

Electrochemical water oxidation is the bottleneck of electrolyzers as even the best catalysts, iridium and ruthenium oxides, have to operate at significant overpotentials. Previously, the position of a hydroxyl on a series of hydroxylpicolinate ligands was found to significantly influence the activity of molecular iridium catalysts in sacrificial oxidant driven water oxidation. In this study, these catalysts were tested under electrochemical conditions and benchmarked to several other known molecular iridium catalysts under the exact same conditions. This allowed us to compare these catalysts directly and observe whether structure–activity relationships would prevail under electrochemical conditions. Using both electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance experiments and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, we found that all studied iridium complexes form an iridium deposit on the electrode with binding energies ranging from 62.4 to 62.7 eV for the major Ir 4f7/2 species. These do not match the binding energies found for the parent complexes which have a broader binding energy range from 61.7 to 62.7 eV and show a clear relationship to the electronegativity induced by the ligands. Moreover, all catalysts performed the electrochemical water oxidation in the same order of magnitude as the maximum currents ranged from 0.2 to 0.6 mA cm⁻² once more without clear structure–activity relationships. In addition, by employing ¹H NMR spectroscopy we found evidence for Cp* breakdown products such as acetate. Electrodeposited iridium oxide from ligand free [Ir(OH)₆]²⁻ or a colloidal iridium oxide nanoparticles solution produces currents almost 2 orders of magnitude higher with a maximum current of 11 mA cm⁻². Also, this deposited material contains, apart from an Ir 4f7/2 species at 62.4 eV, an Ir species at 63.6 eV which is not observed for any deposit formed by the molecular complexes. Thus, the electrodeposited material of the complexes cannot be directly linked to bulk iridium oxide. Small IrOₓ clusters containing a few Ir atoms with partially incorporated ligand residues are the most likely option for the catalytically active electrodeposits. Our results emphasize that structure–activity relationships obtained with sacrificial oxidants do not necessarily translate to electrochemical conditions. Furthermore, other factors, such as electrodeposition and catalyst degradation, play a major role in the electrochemically driven water oxidation and should thus be considered when optimizing molecular catalysts.

This chapter has previously been published: B. van Dijk, G. Menendez Rodriguez, L. Wu, J. P. Hofmann, A. Macchioni, D. G. H. Hetterscheid, ACS Catal. 2020, 10, 4398–4410
## 2.1 Introduction

Electrolysis of water has been put forward as an interesting method for the storage of renewable energy, thereby countering intermittency problems of, for instance, sunlight and wind energy. Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) electrolyzers can achieve high H\textsubscript{2} production via proton reduction in water. Nevertheless, the efficiency of electrolysis should still massively be improved, considering that substantial overpotentials and very high loadings of precious metals are required. Specifically, the electrochemical water oxidation reaction is the main bottleneck of electrolyzers. A strategy to potentially improve the water oxidation reaction is the use of molecular iridium and ruthenium (pre-) catalysts.\textsuperscript{1-11} First of all, the ligand system around the active metal center can be altered to enhance activity and lower the overpotential. For example, the water oxidation overpotential of ruthenium based molecular catalysts has improved significantly over the years by various ligand–alterations.\textsuperscript{11} In detail, the use of an anionic carboxylate containing backbone was found to be the key to substantially lower the overpotential and increase the turnover frequency.\textsuperscript{12} Second, by using highly active molecular complexes significantly lower catalyst loadings can be achieved. Conventional heterogeneous catalysts that consist of nanoparticles have inaccessible metal atoms that are not directly involved in catalysis. Ideally, all these metal sites would be exposed to the electrolyte solution where catalysis occurs, for example by incorporating iridium in an inert support.\textsuperscript{13} In this context, the active molecular iridium catalyst [Ir(pyalc)(H\textsubscript{2}O)\textsubscript{2}(\mu-O)]\textsuperscript{2+} (pyalc = 2-(2’pyridyl)-2-propanolate) has been heterogenized on a metal oxide support previously by the groups of Sheehan et al.\textsuperscript{14} That way, 90\% of the iridium in the formed monolayer on the surface was involved in water oxidation, producing 0.5 mA cm\textsuperscript{-2} current densities at an overpotential <160 mV. Given that organic ligands are still coordinated to the iridium site, it is likely that modifications of the pyalc ligand could further optimize the catalytic performance.

Since the first report of a molecular iridium water oxidation catalyst by Bernhard and co-workers\textsuperscript{15}, many other iridium complexes with structural adjustments have been investigated to improve the water oxidation activity.\textsuperscript{16-30} Nevertheless, general structure–activity relationships for optimizing these catalysts have not been established yet for several reasons. First of all, most of the water oxidation performance of molecular iridium catalysts was explored with sacrificial oxidants such as ceric ammonium nitrate (CAN) or NaIO\textsubscript{4} (periodate), and the structure/activity relationship was found to be strongly affected by the nature of the
sacrificial oxidant.\textsuperscript{31, 32} Only a few studies focused on the electrochemical performance of complexes, which is closer to electrolysis operating conditions. In addition, the activity of molecular iridium complexes has been studied in a broad range of experimental conditions such as pH, buffer, or electrolyte. Moreover, the stability and homogeneous nature of molecular iridium catalysts has been under debate. As it happens, a number of studies report the observation of ligand breakdown products or even the presence of iridium oxide (IrO\textsubscript{x}) nanoparticles during or after catalysis.\textsuperscript{29, 30, 33-56} Especially the degradation of the anionic pentamethyl cyclopentadienyl (Cp*) ligand has been widely observed, and its breakdown mechanism has been extensively investigated.\textsuperscript{29, 30, 33-47, 57} These degradation routes take place both with sacrificial reagents as well as under electrochemical conditions. Under the latter conditions, electrodeposits may be formed when the parent complexes are subjected to oxidative potentials.\textsuperscript{50, 56, 58} Whether an actual deposit is formed is highly dependent on the experimental conditions. For establishing structure–activity relationships, it is desirable to study complexes with the exact same electrochemical conditions and to investigate any possible degradation pathways.

Recently, we showed that the presence and position of a hydroxyl substituent on deprotonated \#-hydroxypicolinic acid ligands of a series of [Cp*Ir\textsuperscript{III}(L)(NO\textsubscript{3})] complexes (\textsuperscript{H1} and \textsuperscript{#–OH1} in Chart 2.1 where L is the picolinate ligand) had a major influence on their respective sacrificial oxidant driven water oxidation activity.\textsuperscript{18, 22, 28} pH was an important variable as the complexes had negligible activity at pH 1 but high activity at pH 7. The highest turnover number and frequency were obtained with \textsuperscript{H1} using NaIO\textsubscript{4} as an oxidant. The trend in activity could be explained by the trend in electron-donating character of the ligands of the complexes. In addition, evidence for Cp\textsuperscript{*} degradation was found based on NMR studies. Nevertheless, these NMR studies also indicated that the hydroxypicolinate ligands most likely remained intact and coordinated to the iridium center. In a later study, the activity of these picolinate complexes was benchmarked to several other known iridium complexes (including \textsuperscript{2 – 5}, [Ir(OH)\textsubscript{6}]\textsuperscript{2–} and IrO\textsubscript{x}·n\textsubscript{H2O} nanoparticles, having a mean diameter of 2 nm) under the exact same conditions, and the nature of the generated active species was discussed.\textsuperscript{27} [Ir(OH)\textsubscript{6}]\textsuperscript{2–} was found to be significantly more active than all other catalysts, at pH 7 with periodate as an oxidant. On the basis of that and other results, it was concluded that the active species has to be molecular, containing a few iridium atoms, though its exact nature was not completely disclosed, in particular as far as the possibility that it contains a residual Cp\textsuperscript{*}-fragment and/or other ligands derived from the precursors.
In this study, we explored complexes 1 – 5 (Chart 2.1) electrochemically to see whether structurally induced electronic differences of the ligand would translate into different electrochemical water oxidation activity as well. Furthermore, spectroscopic NMR and XPS studies were used to study the active species in more detail. In contrast to the studies with sacrificial oxidants, we found that previously determined structure–activity relationships do not prevail under electrochemical conditions. In fact, only marginal differences in activity between the complexes were found.

Chart 2.1. Structure and nomenclature of iridium complexes of (hydroxy)picolinate (1) and other benchmark (2 – 5) complexes herein discussed.

2.2 Results and discussion

2.2.1 Electrocatalytic O₂ evolution

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is the first tool used for studying the electrochemical response of a homogeneous catalyst wherein the potential of the work electrode is cycled and plotted versus the current response. For this purpose, a glassy carbon (GC) working electrode and 1 mM solutions of catalyst in a 0.1 M phosphate buffer of pH 7 with 0.5 M ionic strength by adding NaClO₄ were used. The more electron rich complexes 4–OH₁ and 6–OH₁ produce an oxidizing current starting at 1.55 V
versus the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) when the potential is initially increased from 0.8 V to 2.1 V (Figure A.1). H₁, 3–OH₁ and 5–OH₁ start to produce an oxidizing current from a 100 mV higher potential (1.65 V) onward. Interestingly, no redox waves are observed for the Ir₃/Ir⁴ redox couple, which is in line with other iridium complexes studied electrochemically at this pH. 16, 45, 49, 50, 55, 59 Instead, the observed irreversible oxidative wave is most likely catalytic in nature. To prove that water is oxidized to O₂, online electrochemical mass spectrometry (OLEMS) was employed. 60 This technique provides means to measure the types of gases that are evolved at the electrode by the use of a porous Teflon tip closely approaching to the surface of the electrode. This way, the mass traces of gases can be detected as a function of applied potential. Specifically, O₂ and CO₂ with m/z traces of 32 and 44 respectively were of interest. 6–OH₁ and H₁ were tested with OLEMS by performing chronoamperometry (CA) at a static potential of 1.8 V (Figure 2.1). All catalysts produce significant currents at this potential (Figure A.1). 6–OH₁ and H₁ start to produce oxygen immediately once the potential is switched to 1.8 V. For both complexes, the produced current at 1.8 V is not static and increases over time (Figure 2.1 A and B). The O₂ mass trace follows this trend, which indicates that an activation process takes place over time. Simultaneously, there is CO₂ evolution as well. CO₂ is
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**Figure 2.1.** Online electrochemical mass spectrometry measurements of 6–OH₁ (A) and H₁ (B) in 0.1 M HClO₄ (pH 1) with an ionic strength of 0.5 M by adding NaClO₄. Chronoamperometry was performed by initially applying 0.8 V versus RHE and subsequently 1.8 V. The resulting amperogram is plotted in the bottom panel. Simultaneously recorded mass traces of m/z 32 (O₂) and m/z 44 (CO₂) are depicted in the top panels. A large surface area Au working electrode (0.14 cm²) was used.
indicative of (oxidative) catalyst degradation. To be sure that CO₂ is not originating from the oxidation of a carbon electrode work electrode, a large surface area gold electrode (0.14 cm²) was used as a working electrode (WE) for this experiment. It has been shown that gold itself will not oxidize water to O₂ below 2.0 V at pH 1.61 Thus, the electrochemically evolved O₂ is produced by the complex and/or its degradation products.

2.2.2 Deposition of material on the electrode

Electrochemically studied iridium complexes can deposit material on the electrode during catalysis.21, 33, 45, 50, 51, 56 Often, a simple “electrode-rinse-test” is used to have a quick indication whether a deposit is formed on the electrode. After measuring the complex of interest, the working electrode is rinsed and tested in a catalyst-free electrolyte. Deviations in this CV with respect to the CV of a freshly polished electrode indicate that material has been (electro)deposited on the electrode. Indeed, for all complexes the CV deviated after rinsing the electrode. Specifically, the double layer and maximum current increased significantly for the GC electrodes (for example, see Figure A.2 where the CVs for 6–OH₁ are displayed), suggesting that there is electrodeposited in all cases. The produced CVs do not change over the course of 5 scans indicating negligible desorption of the deposited layer. Of note, an increased double layer and maximum current could also originate from electrode degradation as carbon electrodes do corrode at high potentials.62 The formation of a deposit can be studied in more detail by employing electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) experiments.50, 58, 63, 64 For this purpose, a quartz crystal with a deposited gold layer is used as working electrode. The quartz crystal is oscillated during the course of the experiment. The frequency of this oscillation is dependent on the mass of the electrode. Specifically, a decrease in this frequency corresponds to an increase of mass. Any potential-related mass changes of the electrode can thus be revealed while monitoring the relative frequency when cyclic voltammetry is performed. The complexes 6–OH₁ and H₁ were studied with EQCM while performing cyclic voltammetry in a potential window from 1.3 to 1.9 V (Figure 2.2). For both complexes, the oscillation frequency decreases while the anodic current increases at potentials above 1.55 for 6–OH₁ and 1.65 V for H₁, which is within the catalytic potential window. Thus, the mass of the electrode increases during the water oxidation reaction indicating that a deposit is steadily formed on the electrode. In addition, H₁ shows less deposit than 6–OH₁ over the course of 10 scans. The Δ frequency reaches −130 Hz for H₁ as opposed to −320 Hz for 6–OH₁ with the lower value being indicative of more deposit. Later, we show that all complexes
electrodeposit iridium species by analyzing the electrodes with surface-sensitive X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).

### 2.2.3 Spectroscopic studies of electrolyte after bulk electrolysis

The electrodeposition of material might be triggered by complex degradation. Several iridium complexes have been reported to (partially) disintegrate under the oxidative conditions under which water oxidation is performed. Degradation products, such as (colloidal) iridium oxide (IrO\(_x\)), have been observed in studies using sacrificial reagents as well as electrochemical studies. The presence of IrO\(_x\) in a solution could be indicated by a distinctive absorption at 580 nm in the UV-vis spectrum. Of note, an absorption at 580 nm is not exclusively related to IrO\(_x\) but could originate from other iridium species as well. In addition, Cp* in the coordination sphere of iridium in \([Cp^{*}IrL_n]\) type complexes is not stable under oxidative conditions. The exact mechanism of Cp* degradation was previously elucidated by Macchioni and co-workers for three \([Cp^{*}IrL_n]\) type complexes. Several Ir-containing intermediates could be characterized and it was determined that the oxidative degradation of Cp* eventually leads to acetic, formic, and glycolic acids. To study whether any of these breakdown products are observed, we set out a 6-hour bulk electrolysis experiment to allow for nuclear magnetic...
resonance (NMR) and UV–vis spectroscopy studies of the electrolyte after catalysis. Bulk electrolysis affects the entire electrolyte as opposed to a regular electrochemical setup where merely a small diffusion layer close to the working electrode is reached. To perform bulk electrolysis, a large, custom-made and preanodized glassy carbon work electrode (0.79 cm²) was used as a working electrode to be able to generate as much current as possible in a 6 hour window of the experiment. Preanodization of the electrode was performed by applying 2.1 V in catalyst-free electrolyte for 25 minutes. Furthermore, a H–cell was used allowing for separation of the electrolyte exposed to the working and counter electrodes by a proton conductive Nafion membrane. A potential of 1.9 V versus RHE was applied for 6 hours while the electrolyte containing 1 mM of 4–OH was continuously stirred. Furthermore, D₂O instead of H₂O was used to be able to study the electrolyte with ¹H NMR. After bulk electrolysis, the intact complex 4–OH was found to be the major compound in the electrolyte according to the NMR studies (Figure A.4). However, the observation of unaffected complex cannot be used as an indication of complex stability as not all material might have been in contact with the electrode during the 6-hour experiment. Nonetheless, acetate and other distinctive breakdown products from Cp* were observed as well. Interestingly, no uncoordinated 4-hydroxypicolinate is observed suggesting that the ligand is still coordinated to the remaining iridium complex after Cp* degradation, which is in line with other reports. In fact, the Cp* degradation bears resemblance to the previously reported degradation of 1 when sacrificial oxidants are used. The UV-vis spectrum of the electrolyte after bulk electrolysis has not changed significantly (Figure A.5). Notably, no peak at 580 nm has emerged indicating that no IrOₓ nanoparticles are present in the solution. As expected, the CV response of the GC electrode in a catalyst-free electrolyte has significantly changed with respect to its freshly polished state (Figure A.6) due to the deposition of iridium material. The fact that there is no IrOₓ in the solution and that 4-hydroxypicolinate can exclusively be assigned to 4–OH indicates that any species that is the result of the degradation of 4–OH is either a paramagnetic Ir(IV) species or has settled on the electrode.

2.2.4 Comparative chronoamperometry studies

2.2.4.1 The picolinate catalysts (1)

It is difficult to draw conclusions from CV experiments with 1 with respect to the water oxidation reaction because of the simultaneous electrodeposit process. There is a clear negative shift of 0.1 V in the onset of the anodic current induced by the more electron donating complexes 6–OH and 4–OH. However, the shift in onset
is not exclusively related to enhanced water oxidation performance, but also to a different amount of electrodeposition. The latter case is illustrated by the unequal amount of material that is electrodeposited by the complexes (Figure 2.2). Also, the material that deposits in one CV scan will affect the next CV scan. Therefore, any apparent difference in the CVs of the complexes (Figure A.1) that seems to be performance related might actually be due to inconsistencies caused by electrodeposition (Figure A.2). Moreover, the different magnitude of the currents measured in CV experiments with \( \text{I} \) (Figure A.1) are actually within the experimental error (Figure A.3). Furthermore, glassy carbon electrodes are oxidized at high potentials.\(^6\) This process is reflected in an amperogram by an initial increase of the current until a maximum is reached (Figure A.7). Subsequently, the current decreases slightly to a stable, plateauing current. This process is faster at higher potentials. The magnitude of GC anodization is similar to the magnitude of the currents generated by the complexes under our conditions (Figure A.7A–D). Also, in some cases we observed that the current could suddenly increase to a higher plateauing level. An example can be found in the amperogram of \( 3–\text{OH}^1 \) recorded at 2.1 V (Figure A.7D). This artifact could not be reproduced when a fresh solution of \( 3–\text{OH}^1 \) was measured twice (Figure A.8). Instead, the magnitude of the current differed for both measurements. The undesirable changes in surface structure of the GC electrode during anodic corrosion was found as a source of these phenomena.

We therefore studied the most electron poor (\( 3–\text{OH}^1 \)) and electron rich (\( 4–\text{OH}^1 \)) hydroxypicolinate complexes with an elaborate chronoamperometry study which resulted in reproducible data. Moreover, chronoamperometry can visualize processes such as deactivation or activation over time and allows for a better comparison.\(^{56}\) Specifically, PEEK encapsulated GC electrodes were used to establish that the same geometrical surface area (0.07 cm\(^2\)) is exposed to the electrolyte. Furthermore, the GC electrode was preanodized at 2.1 V for 25 minutes in a complex-free pH 7 phosphate buffer. This preanodization treatment ensures that the GC electrode generates a stable, plateauing current at all relevant potentials in the absence of a catalyst.\(^{62}\) Next, a 10 minute amperogram was taken of the GC electrode at the desired potential and used for background correction. Finally, a 30-minute amperogram was recorded in the electrolyte containing the complex at the desired potential. This process was repeated for each potential that was measured. In an ideal case, the obtained current under steady state conditions is purely kinetic in nature, thus controlled by the catalytic mechanism of the catalyst. A straight line is expected when the potential is plotted \textit{versus} the log of the current. The slope of this fitted line can subsequently be used to compare differences in activity and
In our case, the magnitude of the slope is not only dependent on the kinetics of water oxidation but also on mass-transport limitations of the parent complex to the electrode and the kinetics of electrodeposition. Therefore, obtaining direct mechanistic information about water oxidation remains elusive using this method. To start, the background-corrected current that was generated by $3^{-\text{OH1}}$ and $4^{-\text{OH1}}$ after 30 minutes of amperometry is plotted versus the potential in Figure 2.3A and 2.3B. Notably, the currents at lower potential (below 1.95 V) can be fitted with a

**Figure 2.3.** The logarithm of the current after 30 minutes of amperometry versus the potential for the complexes $3^{-\text{OH1}}$ (A), $4^{-\text{OH1}}$ (B), 2 (C), 3 (D) and 4 (E). The currents were measured with a GC working electrode that was preanodized by applying a potential of 2.1 V for 25 minutes in a complex-free electrolyte. The current generated by this anodized electrode in the absence of complex was used to normalize the currents generated by the complexes. Linear fits (straight lines) have been applied to the potential window that shows an increase in current with increasing potential. Fits of the current after 10, 20, and 30 minutes are displayed in F ($3^{-\text{OH1}}$) and G (3). The lines in H represent the slope of this fit of complexes $1 – 4$ and its magnitude over time to illustrate the continuous change.
straight line with a positive slope. The currents at higher potential do not follow this trend. The course of the generated currents of the raw amperograms are also potential dependent (Figure A.9). Applying potentials below 1.95 V resulted in generated currents that slowly increase over time. In contrast, the magnitude of the current generally reaches a maximum and decreases subsequently over time at potentials above 1.95 V. The behavior of the current over time might be related to a change in mechanism of the water oxidation reaction, electrodeposition, or a combination thereof. Alternatively, potential dependent aggregation of catalytic particles, thereby reducing the number of active sites, may be an explanation for the kink in the log current versus potential profiles. Second, we found that the slope of the fit is not constant but changes over time. As illustrated in Figure 2.3F for 3–OH1, the slope of the fit has a different value after 10, 20 or 30 minutes of chronoamperometry. The continuous change of this fitted slope over time is displayed in Figure 2.3H for the full time scale of the experiment (30 minutes). For both 3–OH1 and 4–OH1, the magnitude of the slope starts at a high value but decreases over time and reaches a constant value. The slope of 3–OH1 decreases more quickly and reaches a lower value (140 mV/dec) as compared to 4–OH1 (188 mV/dec). This observed difference might be related to the structural difference of the parent complexes. However, the water oxidation activity of 3–OH1 and 4–OH1 after 30 minutes is on the same order of magnitude where the highest obtained currents are 0.59 mA cm⁻² (3–OH1) and 0.30 mA cm⁻² (4–OH1). This is in contrast to the large difference in activity found in the preceding studies at pH 7 with NaIO₄ as a sacrificial oxidant. In that study, turnover frequencies (TOF) up to 300 min⁻¹ were found for 3–OH1 as opposed to a TOF of around 60 min⁻¹ found for 4–OH1.

2.2.4.2 Extension of studies to 2–4

To place the structure–activity relationship of 3–OH1 and 4–OH1 into a broader perspective, we initially screened the iridium complexes 2–5 (Chart 2.1) that have more profound modifications of the ligand system. [Cp*Ir(pyalc)(Cl)] (2) was chosen as the well-known example of a complex that degrades by losing Cp* but forms a homogeneous, dinuclear homogeneous catalyst still bearing its bidentate ligand. 2 can be transformed to the active species by either NaIO₄ or by electrolysis with gold electrodes above 1.5 V versus RHE in Na₂SO₄ solutions of pH 2–3. The bidentate pyalc ligand of 2 bears structural similarities to the hydroxypicolinate ligands of 1. [Ir(ppy)₂(H₂O)₂]OTf (3) was chosen as a benchmark for a homogeneous iridium complex that does not contain Cp* and performs CAN driven water oxidation. [Cp*Ir(H₂O)₃][NO₃]₂ (4) has no ligand apart from Cp* and is
known to lead to electrochemical IrO$_x$ deposition at potentials above 1.3 V versus RHE in a KNO$_3$ solution of pH 3.33.$^{50}$ In addition, K[Ir(picolinate)(Cl$_3$)(MeOH)] (5) is a Cp* lacking complex that electrochemically oxidizes to deposit IrO$_x$. In that study, the amount of IrO$_x$ deposit was below the detection limit of EQCM, but could be determined with XPS. Water oxidation started with a considerable lag time after the oxidative conversion of 5. In turn, the lag time was potential dependent: at 2.0 V, O$_2$ evolution started after 32 seconds, whereas the lag time was 82 seconds at a potential of 1.9 V. Also, the highest activity was found at pH 1, while at pH 7 only negligible activity was observed.$^{56}$

First of all, we screened complexes 1 – 5 by performing chronoamperometry at 1.8, 1.9, 2.0, and 2.1 V under the exact same conditions, specifically at pH 7 in a 0.1 M phosphate buffer. Of note, these conditions are different from the conditions that have been previously reported for complexes 1 – 5. We found that the water oxidation activity of all complexes is within the same order of magnitude (Figure A.7E–H) under our conditions. Also, there is no clear structure–activity relationship. 5 was excluded from further studies since the activity was marginal similar to the findings of previous studies at this pH.$^{56}$ We further subjected 2 – 4 to the elaborate chronoamperometry study as performed for 3–OH$_1$ and 4–OH$_1$. The resulting logarithms of current versus potential are displayed in Figure 2.3C to 2.3E. The highest produced current densities of the complexes are close together in a range from 0.2 – 0.6 mA cm$^{-2}$ (3 – 3–OH$_1$). Similar to 3–OH$_1$ and 4OH$_1$, we found that the fitted slope changes over time. Especially 3 displays large shifts as illustrated in Figure 2.3G and 2.3H. At first sight, the difference between the picolinate series and 2 is rather small. Specifically, the magnitude of the fitted slope for 2 (Figure 2.3C) as well as the progression of the slope over time (Figure 2.3H) are similar to that of 4–OH$_1$. This might be related to the more electron-donating character of both ligands relative to that of 3–OH$_1$. Unlike 3–OH$_1$ and 4–OH$_1$, there is no kink in the data above 1.95 V (Figure 2.3C). Instead, the current increases with increasing potential within the full potential window of 1.8 to 2.1 V. In contrast, Cp$^*$-free 3 and IrO$_x$ forming 4 show more profound differences. The fitted slopes are higher (Figures 2.3D and 2.3E) and the progress of the slope over time is different as compared to 1 and 2 (Figures A.3F – A.3H). Specifically, the magnitude of the slope of 4 quickly decreases to a minimum value and subsequently increases slowly. The slope is far higher than that found for IrO$_2$ nanoparticles,$^{68}$ possibly due to the interplay of simultaneous deposition, degradation, activation, and water oxidation under these conditions. The fitted slope of 3 follows the same trend as 4 over time, but the magnitude is higher at all points in time than any of the other catalysts. The large difference displayed by
3 with respect to 1, 2, and 4 might indicate that the absence of Cp* or the presence of two ligands in the parent complex plays a role. The difference in the progression of the slope of 4 with respect to 1 and 2 over a longer period of time could be caused by the additional presence or absence of a bidentate ligand in combination with Cp* as a ligand, but the differences are less clear. Moreover, the fitted slope that is used here in the analysis is dependent on the kinetic OER, the deposition of catalytic material, and the mass transport of fresh material to the electrode. Therefore, any differences cannot be unambiguously linked to underlying mechanisms based on the structural differences of the parent complexes.

2.2.5 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of complexes 1 – 4 and their respective deposit

2.2.5.1 Spectra of parent complexes 1 – 4

The previous experiments strongly suggest the formation of an iridium containing surface-deposit on the electrode that is able to catalyze the water oxidation reaction. Surface-sensitive X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was employed to investigate the nature of these deposits. In addition, XPS can provide information on the electronic environment and any trends therein. The Ir 4f region including both spin–orbit split peaks is displayed in Figure 2.4. For the parent complex 3–OH1, an iridium species with a binding energy (BE) of 62.3(1) eV was found in the Ir 4f7/2 spectrum. For 4–OH1, a species with a lower binding energy of 62.1(1) eV was observed. As expected, the iridium species of 3–OH1 has a slightly higher binding energy as the electron density around the metal ion is lower due to the more electron-withdrawing nature of the picolinate ligand as compared to 4–OH1. In contrast, the pyridinic ligand of 2 has a more electron donating character with respect to both picolinate ligands. Indeed, an Ir 4f7/2 species at a lower binding energy of 61.7 eV was found for complex 2 that is in line with a more electron rich metal center. Analogous to 2, an Ir 4f species at 61.7 eV is found for complex 3. The identical binding energies indicate that the iridium metal centers are in the same electronic state. Even though Cp* is absent in complex 3, the two bidentate ligands apparently have a similar electronic character to that of the combined ligand system of 2. Complex 4 lacks any ligands apart from Cp*. This results in an iridium center that is relatively electron poor with respect to 1 and 2; an Ir 4f species with a higher binding energy of 62.7 eV is found. For all complexes, species in the N 1s XPS spectrum are observed as well (Figure A.10A). For 3–OH1 and 4–OH1, two major species can be found at 406.4 eV and 400.2 (3–OH1) or 399.7 eV (4–OH1). The electronically poor nitrogen of NO3− corresponds to the first species, whereas the
pyridinic nitrogen of the picolinate ligand corresponds to the lowest binding energies. Clearly, the electronic effect of the position of the hydroxyl substituent is reflected in the difference in binding energies. Logically, the more electron rich nitrogen of the picolinate ligand of 4–OH has a lower binding energy. 2 does not contain NO$_3^-$ but does show a peak for the pyridinic nitrogen at 399.8 eV. The electron donating character of the pyridinic ligand of 2 is mostly due to the isopropyl bridged alcohol that coordinates to the metal center. Thus, the pyridinic nitrogen of 2 has a similar electronic level (399.8 eV) as compared to 4–OH. The electron donating moiety of the ligand system of 3 is the organometallic Ir–C bond. 4 does not have a pyridinic nitrogen. Instead, the nitrate ions observed at 406.6 eV are close to the 406.4 eV found for 3–OH.
4-OH₄. Additionally, in all the N 1s spectra of the nitrate containing complexes 3-OH₄, 4-OH₄, and 4, there is an additional nitrogen species observed at 403.7 eV which we cannot assign at this point. The O 1s spectrum was also recorded for all complexes (Figure A.10B). The different oxygen moieties found in the ligand systems for 1 – 4 cannot be precisely assigned due to overlapping signals in the recorded spectra. For instance, the oxygen of nitrate might be found at binding energies ranging from 531 to 534 eV⁶⁹ that fully overlap with the observed O 1s signal. Only for 2, there is a major species at a lower binding energy of 529.6 eV. This low binding energy indicates an electron-rich oxygen moiety and can be assigned to the metal-coordinated alcohol of the pyridinic ligand of 2. Overall, the trend of the electronic state of iridium and nitrogen species of complexes 1 – 4 observed in the XPS spectra is in line with the expected trend in structurally induced electronegativity of the ligand.

2.2.5.2 Spectra of deposited species on GC|1 – GC|4

In all prolonged chronoamperometry experiments with 1 – 4, a blue deposition was formed on the GC electrodes. As discussed, EQCM studies for H₁ and 6-OH₁ showed that electrodeposition accompanies the electrochemical water oxidation. We used XPS to study the surface of GC electrodes after chronoamperometry was performed in solutions containing 1 – 4. In detail, these samples are GC electrodes that have been preanodized at 2.1 V and subsequently been used to perform CA at 1.95 V in a solution containing the catalyst. For reference, the XPS spectra of a preanodized GC electrode were recorded as well (Figure A.11). The N 1s regions and O 1s regions showed that this preanodized electrode surface contains nitrogen and oxygen moieties. In fact, the N 1s and O 1s spectra of all investigated preanodized GC electrodes are dominated by these species (Figure A.10). These spectra can thus not be used to find traces of ligand (residues) on the electrodes. XPS analysis of the Ir 4f region of the anodized electrode (Figure A.11) revealed the presence of a Na 2s species with a binding energy of 63.7 eV because the Na 2s and Ir 4f regions overlap. Apparently, the preanodization treatment results in the deposition/entrapment of sodium from the electrolyte on the surface of the GC electrode. This sodium species is present in the spectra of all the electrodes (Figure 2.4). The Na 2s species is only a minor component in the Ir 4f spectrum and thus iridium species can readily be observed and fitted (Figure 2.4). Sample GC|3-OH₁ is a preanodized GC electrode used to perform chronoamperometry in a solution containing 3-OH₁ at either 1.95 or 2.05 V. At both potentials, there is a typical iridium doublet signal in the Ir 4f region as well as a sodium species originating from the
preanodization of the GC electrode (Figure 2.4). A second, minor iridium species could be fitted as well. So, there must be a deposit of some sort of iridium species on the electrode. Interestingly, the surface of \( \text{GC}|4^-\text{OH}_1 \) contains the same major (62.6 eV) and minor (60.9 eV) iridium species as \( \text{GC}|3^-\text{OH}_1 \) in the Ir 4f\(_{7/2} \) spectrum. Moreover, the applied potential (1.95 or 2.05 V) during chronoamperometry has no influence on the binding energy of these deposited iridium species. Notably, the binding energies of the major and minor iridium species of \( \text{GC}|3^-\text{OH}_1 \) and \( \text{GC}|4^-\text{OH}_1 \) do not match with the binding energy of iridium in the respective parent complexes \( 3^-\text{OH}_1 \) and \( 4^-\text{OH}_1 \). The electrodes used for chronoamperometry at 1.95 V in the presence of complexes 2 – 4 (\( \text{GC}|2^-\text{GC}|4^- \)) show deposited iridium species on the surface as well. The surface of \( \text{GC}|2^- \) contains a species with a BE of 62.6 eV. This BE is identical to that of the iridium species on \( \text{GC}|3^-\text{OH}_1 \) and \( \text{GC}|4^-\text{OH}_1 \) but does not match the parent complex 2. The deposited iridium species on \( \text{GC}|3^- \) has a slightly lower BE of 62.4 eV, whereas \( \text{GC}|4^- \) has a deposited species with a higher BE of 62.9 eV. Overall, the difference in BE of the deposited Ir 4f species on the GC electrodes is smaller than the difference in BE of the parent complexes. Thus, the ligand of the parent complex barely influences the electronic state of iridium in the deposit as opposed to its effect on the parent complexes.

2.2.6 Activity and XPS analysis of IrO\(_x\) deposited by [Ir(OH)\(_6\)]\(^{2-}\) and IrO\(_x\) nanoparticles

2.2.6.1 Water oxidation activity

IrO\(_x\) nanoparticles are sometimes suggested or observed to be the active water oxidation species. Therefore, we tested the electrochemical water oxidation activity of these nanoparticles. Either as an electrodeposited in situ formed layer on the electrode surface or as a colloidal IrO\(_x\) solution. [Ir(OH)\(_6\)]\(^{2-}\) is a precursor for the generation of thin nanoparticle films of IrO\(_x\) by electrodeposition.\(^{66}\) An exact pH of 12.1 is required in the preparation of a 2 mM [Ir(OH)\(_6\)]\(^{2-}\) solution as otherwise a deep blue, colloidal solution of IrO\(_x\) nanoparticles is obtained. Specifically, pH 12.1 corresponds to a concentration of 12 mM of OH\(^-\) required for the hydrolysis of a 2 mM K\(_2\)IrCl\(_6\) to 2 mM solution of [Ir(OH)\(_6\)]\(^{2-}\). Both solutions ([Ir(OH)\(_6\)]\(^{2-}\) and colloidal IrO\(_x\)) were tested for their water oxidation activity. These solutions yield a black precipitate when mixed with phosphate buffer. Therefore, electrochemical tests were performed with 0.5 M NaClO\(_4\) as the supporting electrolyte. The water oxidation currents that were obtained with a GC electrode in these solutions (containing 1 mM iridium) were 2 orders of magnitude higher than those obtained with 1 – 5 (Figure A.12 and Figure A.7). Bubble formation is clearly observed and
causes noisy amperograms (Figure A.12). Moreover, maximum activity is obtained at 1.9 V for \([\text{Ir(OH)}_6]^{2-}\) with currents reaching up to 11 mA cm\(^{-2}\). The colloidal \(\text{IrO}_x\) solution produces lower currents with a maximum of 4 mA cm\(^{-2}\) at 1.8 V. Remarkably, at higher potentials (2.0 and 2.1 V) the activity dramatically declines and becomes an order of magnitude lower at 2.1 V for both \([\text{Ir(OH)}_6]^{2-}\) and colloidal \(\text{IrO}_x\). This apparent potential related maximum in activity is similar to what is observed for the catalysts 1, 3, and 4 (Figure 2.3), but not 2. Furthermore, the water oxidation activity increases over time, in particular for \([\text{Ir(OH)}_6]^{2-}\) (Figure A.12A). In a solution of colloidal \(\text{IrO}_x\) as well as in a \([\text{Ir(OH)}_6]^{2-}\) solution a deposit is formed on the electrode while performing chronoamperometry. This electrodeposition becomes evident from the electrode rinse test when pre- and post-CVs are compared (Figure A.12C and D). These CVs after amperometry in Figure A.12C and D have similar features and reach currents up to 36 mA cm\(^{-2}\) at 2.1 V. Only the first scan of the electrode tested in the colloidal \(\text{IrO}_x\) solution (Figure A.12D) deviates as it has an additional oxidative event at 1.6 V. In terms of water oxidation activity, the \(\text{IrO}_x\) deposits produce 1 to 2 orders of magnitude higher currents than GC\(\text{1} - \text{GC4}\). The formation of a deposit from a \([\text{Ir(OH)}_6]^{2-}\) solution is also dependent on the aging of the solution. When the solution is a day old, deposition and catalytic water oxidation start immediately after a potential is applied (Figure A.12A). However, a considerable lag time of 45 minutes is observed between the application of 1.95 V on the GC electrode and the start of the catalytic current (Figure A.12E) in a \([\text{Ir(OH)}_6]^{2-}\) solution just 1.5 hours after its preparation. Moreover, the lag time decreases with increasing aging of the solution (Figure A.12E). This suggests that the concentration of the species responsible for depositing the active species on the GC electrode slowly increases over time. It is very likely that a small \(\text{IrO}_x\) cluster is boosting deposition and water oxidation in this case, as a fresh solution initially contains \([\text{Ir(OH)}_6]^{2-}\) but over time gradually contains large colloidal \(\text{IrO}_x\) particles.\(^{66}\) The color change of the solution from colorless to purplish blue over the course of these experiments strengthens this hypothesis. When 1 mM of ligand (4-hydroxypicolinic acid in particular) is added, the solution turns slightly turbid and green. Comparing the amperogram of a \([\text{Ir(OH)}_6]^{2-}\) solution with and without this ligand (Figure A.S12F) reveals that the lag time decreases in the presence of the ligand but the obtained water oxidation current is a fraction of what is obtained without ligand (0.7 versus 5.0 mA cm\(^{-2}\) respectively), which is partly due to formation of a black precipitate.
XPS was performed on a preanodized electrode on which a potential of 1.95 V was applied for 1 hour and 15 minutes in a [Ir(OH)₆]²⁻ solution 1.5 hour after its preparation. The spectrum of GC|[Ir(OH)₆]²⁻ reveals that two iridium species are deposited on the surface. An Ir 4f⁷/₂ species with a binding energy of 62.4 eV and a species with a higher binding energy of 63.6 eV were found in a 1.8 : 1 ratio, respectively. The thickness of the iridium layer is further reflected by the low intensity of the N 1s signal at 400.4 eV originating from the anodized GC electrode (Figure A.10A). Interestingly, the Ir 4f⁷/₂ signal of bulk IrOₓ is usually reported at a binding energy of 61.8 – 61.9 eV.⁷⁰, ⁷¹ However, the “hydration level” of bulk IrOₓ has been shown to increase the binding energy of the surface Ir up to binding energies of 62.4 – 62.5 eV which agrees well with the 62.4 eV species found for GC|[Ir(OH)₆]²⁻.⁷¹ Moreover, this 62.4 eV Ir species has the same the binding energy as the Ir species of GC|₃. In contrast, ⁴ has been reported as IrOₓ depositing precatalyst but deposits Ir species at a significantly higher binding energy of 62.9 eV as found for GC|₄.³³, ⁵⁰ This might be due to a different electrochemical treatment (potential of 1.3 V versus RHE in a 0.1 M KNO₃ solution of pH 2.9) as compared to previous reports or, more likely, due to remainders of the Cp* moiety since 9% of the electrodeposited was found to contain carbon in the same study under those conditions.³² Moreover, remainders of the Cp* ligand might diminish the activity of the electrodeposited as we have found 2 orders of magnitude higher activities with the ligand free [Ir(OH)₆]²⁻ precursor. Interestingly, the BE of the minor Ir species at 63.6 eV of GC|[Ir(OH)₆]²⁻ is higher than any of the other observed species and falls in the range of Ir(IV) salts.⁶⁹ In our case, XPS cannot give conclusive distinction between bulk IrOₓ, IrOₓ with ligand residues, or a different, ligand containing species. First of all, [Ir(OH)₆]²⁻ can only be generated in solution and not isolated as a solid, so the binding energy of the iridium species prior to catalysis cannot be determined. Second, the Ir 4f⁷/₂ binding energy of bulk IrOₓ species can differ as mentioned before and thus cannot be compared directly. However, based on the electrochemical data it can be concluded that the ligand systems of ¹ – ⁴ significantly reduce the water oxidation activity of their respective iridium deposit and/or decrease the amount of electrodeposited active iridium sites as compared to the ligand-free iridium precursor [Ir(OH)₆]²⁻.

2.2.7 Nature of active species generated by ¹ – ⁵

It is not a new phenomenon that parent iridium complexes (partially) disintegrate like ¹ – ⁵ to a catalytically active deposit.²⁹, ³⁰, ³³-⁴⁷, ⁵⁷ It has been
suggested that Cp* based iridium complexes lacking a bidentate ligand degrade to an IrOx layer.\textsuperscript{29-33,38} In contrast, iridium complexes bearing Cp* and bidentate ligands may only oxidatively lose Cp* and produce a dinuclear species as active species for water oxidation.\textsuperscript{14,36-38,40,44,54,55} Acetic acid liberated by Cp* degradation is suggested to prevent IrOx formation in that case.\textsuperscript{72} Nonetheless, in some cases IrOx nanoparticles were still reported despite the presence of bidentate bipyridine ligands.\textsuperscript{35,46} Indeed, we observed Cp* degradation for \textsuperscript{4-OH1} under our conditions. The bidentate hydroxypicolinate ligand (or a residue thereof) could be part of the electrodeposits as there was no indication of noncoordinated hydroxypicolinate ligand in the electrolyte afterward. XPS spectroscopy confirmed the deposition of iridium, but the possible presence of a ligand (or residues thereof) remains elusive due to interference of the electrode material in the C 1s spectrum. Nevertheless, the effect of structural diversity of the ligands of 1–5 on their respective water oxidation activity is marginal. Our chronoamperometry data show that there is no clear relationship between the water oxidation activity of the electrodeposits and the ligand system of the parent complex.

The catalytic behavior of all molecular iridium complexes over time appears to be quite similar under our conditions, yet considerably less active than IrOx generated from [Ir(OH)\textsubscript{6}]\textsuperscript{2–}. Given the complexity of the system, it is difficult to assign the catalytic activity to one predominant species. Nevertheless, we cannot rule out that the same active species is formed for all the complexes 1–5, albeit at significant larger amounts in the case of [Ir(OH)\textsubscript{6}]\textsuperscript{2–}. The organic ligands of 1–5 as well as the Cp* degradation products prevent or slow down the formation of IrOx.\textsuperscript{72} The lag time observed for water oxidation with freshly prepared solutions of [Ir(OH)\textsubscript{6}]\textsuperscript{2–} indicates that [Ir(OH)\textsubscript{6}]\textsuperscript{2–} itself is not the depositing species. Instead, a small IrOx cluster consistent of merely a few atoms might form over time. Over a prolonged period of time, these small clusters can further aggregate to form larger IrOx clusters that result in observed blue colloidal IrOx solutions. The small IrOx cluster might thus be responsible for the deposition and water oxidation activity on the GC electrode. This would also explain why a slightly aged [Ir(OH)\textsubscript{6}]\textsuperscript{2–} solution has no lag time since it would contain a higher concentration of aggregated IrOx clusters. It seems likely that a similar process takes place for the 1–5 catalyst precursors. In contrast to ligand-free [Ir(OH)\textsubscript{6}]\textsuperscript{2–}, the ligand is involved in the formation of these small, few-atom containing IrOx clusters and might stabilize these to prevent agglomeration to large IrOx clusters. The relatively small effect of the ligand on the binding energy of the Ir 4f\textsubscript{7/2} species deposited on GC|1–GC|4 indicates that any ligand residues must be present in less than 1 ratio with respect to
iridium atoms since the 1:1 or even 2:1 ratio of ligand to iridium in the parent complexes 1 – 4 directly results in larger shifts of the Ir 4f₇/₂ binding energies. The small ligand to iridium ratio also would also explain the small difference in water oxidation activity for GC|1 – GC|4. In this context, it is interesting to note that the pyalc ligand appears to be most resistive to catalyst deactivation at higher potentials. We believe this is in line with reports by the Crabtree and Brudvig groups that claim that the pyalc ligand is retained in the catalytic species of their chemisorbed pyalc catalyst.¹⁴ This also illustrates that the choice of ligand has, though small, an influence on the outcome of the active species. Even more, with the right knowledge and choice of substituents the size of the IrOₓ agglomeration could be more precisely controlled, similar to the isolation of active sites in supports, allowing for enhanced water oxidation activity.¹³, ⁷³

### 2.3 Conclusion

We set out to benchmark the water oxidation performance of complexes 1 – 5 under the exact same electrochemical conditions. Previous studies with NaIO₄ showed that the water oxidation activity of most complexes increased significantly when the pH was increased from 1 to 7. By contrast, these complexes show minimal electrocatalytic activity, just barely above the background current of the glassy carbon electrode at pH 7. Our results show that the structure–activity relationships obtained in studies with sacrificial reagents do not translate under our electrochemical conditions where also the difference in activity between complexes seems to be rather marginal. All complexes do form deposits on the electrode surface, where they produce iridium sites that in terms of their electronic structure are barely influenced by the ligands that were present in the precatalyst. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that small IrOₓ clusters are formed. Ligands of the parent complexes or residues thereof might be incorporated and still influence the properties of these clusters. In terms of catalytic activity, the iridium deposits of the molecular complexes largely fall behind that of [Ir(OH)₆]²⁻, indicating that the remnants of the organic ligands have an inhibitory effect on the catalytic reaction. However, our catalyst screening study does show that the presence of organic ligands may in some cases result in slower catalyst deactivation, and potentially retain more iridium sites available for the water oxidation reaction by preventing aggregation of these active sites.
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2.5 Experimental

2.5.1 General

For all aqueous solutions, all experiments, and for cleaning of glassware Milli-Q grade Ultrapure water (>18.2 MΩ cm resistivity) was used unless mentioned otherwise. Chemicals were bought from commercial suppliers and used as received without further purification. The pH 7 (6.9) electrolyte was prepared with NaH2PO4, Na2HPO4 (both Merck Suprapur 99.99%), and NaClO4 ∙ H2O (Merck Emsure) in the right ratio to obtain an aqueous 0.1 M phosphate buffer with an ionic strength of 0.5 M. This strengthened buffer was used for every experiment with a pH 7 phosphate buffer. To obtain the 0.1 M HClO4 solution with an ionic strength of 0.5 M, HClO4 (Merck Suprapur) and NaClO4 were used. D2O was obtained from Eurisotop and used as received. The pH was measured with a Hannah Instruments HI 4222 pH meter that was calibrated with five IUPAC standard buffers. UV-vis measurements were performed on a Varian Cary 50 UV-vis spectrometer. 1H NMR measurements were performed with a Bruker DPX-300 300 MHz spectrometer.

The complexes H1, 3–OH1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 were all synthesized according to their published procedures.15, 17, 28, 50, 56 3–OH1, 4–OH1, and 6–OH1 were synthesized using 4 as an iridium precursor instead of [Cp*IrCl2]2. In particular, 100 mg of 4 (0.198 mmol) was added to a solution of 33.0 mg of the ligand (0.237 mmol) and 13.3 mg of KOH (0.237 mmol) in 20 mL of MeOH. The resulting solution was stirred at r.t. for 15 h. The solvent was removed under vacuum and the residual solid was dissolved/suspended in DCM. The mixture was filtered through a membrane and the resulting solution reduced in volume and the product was crystallized with diethyl ether. The yields were ca. 60-70%. The corresponding 1H NMR spectra (Figure A.13-A.15) in DMSO-d6 match the spectra that were previously reported for the method using [Cp*IrCl2]2 as a precursor.28
[Ir(OH)₆]²⁻ was prepared according to the procedure of Zhao et al. As described in their publication, control of pH is of importance. Specifically, we found that mixing the iridium precursor K₂IrCl₆ (Sigma) and NaOH (Fluka TraceSelect, ≥99.9995%) in water should be in the proper atomic ratio; thus to convert 2 mM K₂IrCl₆, 12 mM of NaOH is required. Any excess of NaOH will result in a pH which is too high. Actually, in one attempt a blue solution was obtained due to this excess. This deep blue IrOₓ nanoparticle solution is the tested solution as described before.

2.5.2 General electrochemistry

Electrochemical experiments were performed with a three-electrode setup in a custom-made, single-compartment glass cell. For EQCM and bulk electrolysis, special cells were used that are described separately. Autolab PGSTAT 204 and 128N potentiostats were used in combination with NOVA 2.1 software. All glassware used for electrochemistry was cleaned by boiling in and copiously rinsing the glassware with water prior to each experiment. Periodically, the glassware was cleaned by immersing the glassware in a 1 g/L KMnO₄ solution in 0.5 M H₂SO₄ (Sigma, reagent grade) for at least a night. Afterward, the glassware was rinsed 10 times with water. Next, water and a few drops of H₂O₂ (Merck Emprove, 35%) and H₂SO₄ were added to reoxidize any MnO₂ residues. Subsequently, the glassware was rinsed and a 3-fold process of boiling the glassware in water and subsequent rinsing followed to finalize the cleaning.

All solutions were purged with argon (Linde, Ar 5.0) prior to each experiment for at least 30 minutes and the cell was kept under a flow of argon during the experiment.

All potentials are referenced to the reversible hydrogen electrode by utilizing a platinum mesh in H₂ (Linde, H₂ 5.0) saturated electrolyte that is operated at the same pH as the working electrode. The cell and reference electrode are connected via a Luggin capillary. The counter electrode was a large surface area gold wire that is flame annealed prior to use. The working electrode was generally a glassy carbon electrode (Alfa Aesar type 1, 0.07 cm²) used in a hanging meniscus configuration or a PEEK encapsulated one (Metrohm, 0.07 cm²) that was specifically used for the CA studies resulting in the plots of Figure 2.3 and 2.4. Regular polish was applied by mechanically polishing the electrode with 1.0, 0.3 and 0.05 micron alumina slurry (Buehler) for 2 minutes followed by rinsing and sonicating the electrode in water for 15 minutes. It has to be noted that the corrosive conditions under which the electrode was preanodized and used at high potentials for some of the experiments has a major destructive impact on the electrode itself. The surface is roughened extensively,
which is reflected in a large increase in the capacitive current of the double layer.\textsuperscript{62} Only extensive polishing with sandpaper to remove a substantial amount of material from the surface and subsequent smoothing of the surface with alumina slurry was found to restore the electrode to an acceptable state. For this purpose, regular polishing was preceded by mechanical polishing with 600 and 2500 grit sandpaper, respectively.

2.5.3 OLEMS

The gaseous products that are detected with OLEMS are collected using a small tip that is in very close proximity to the working electrode.\textsuperscript{60} The working electrode is a large surface area (0.14 cm²) gold working electrode to maximize the current response. The tip was a porous Teflon cylinder (0.5 mm diameter) with an average pore size of 10 – 14 µm in a KeI-F holder. The mass spectrometer and the tip are interconnected via a PEEK capillary. The tip was cleaned in a solution of K₂Cr₂O₇ (0.2 M) in H₂SO₄ (2M) and rinsed with water before use. The measurements were performed with an IviumStat potentiostat operated by Ivium software.

2.5.4 Bulk electrolysis

Bulk electrolysis was performed in a custom-made, two-compartment glass cell that could be separated with a Nafion membrane (Alfa Aesar, Nafion N-117 membrane, 0.180 mm thick, \(\geq 0.90\) mequiv/g exchange capacity) to allow for separation of the work and counter electrode. The Nafion membrane is cleaned and activated by a 5-fold boiling and rinsing procedure in water, 5% H₂O₂, water, 1.0 M H₂SO₄, and water, respectively. This allows for optimal exchange capacity.\textsuperscript{74} However, as the final experiment was performed in D₂O the Nafion membrane was dried in a 70 °C oven for 1 hour to avoid contamination by H₂O. The reference electrode was a HydroFlex (Gaskatel) electrode used in a RHE configuration and connected via a Luggin capillary to the compartment with the work electrode. The work electrode was a custom-cut large surface area GC electrode (0.79 cm²) used in a hanging meniscus configuration which was preanodized in a pH 7 phosphate electrolyte at 2.1 V for 25 minutes. Afterward, the electrode was rinsed thoroughly with water and dried under a stream of N₂. For the bulk electrolysis itself with 1 mM 4-OH present, a D₂O based solution was used with 0.1 M phosphate buffer and 0.5 M ionic strength. This solution was used in the working electrode compartment. For the Luggin capillary and the counter electrode compartments, a catalyst-free D₂O solution was used. The solution in the compartment for the working electrode was continuously stirred with a Teflon stirring bar that was cleaned according to the
periodic glass cleaning procedure. A potential of 1.9 V was held for 1 hour after which the catalyst solution was removed for further testing by NMR, DLS and UV-vis. For UV-vis, the background was corrected for a catalyst free-solution and the dilution was achieved by adding the appropriate amount of D₂O to both the background and desired solution.

2.5.5 EQCM

EQCM experiments were performed with Autolab gold EQCM electrodes (0.35 cm²) in an Autolab 3 ml Teflon EQCM cell that consists of a 200 nm gold layer deposited on a quartz crystal. A modified RHE reference electrode was used which prevents interference of continuous hydrogen bubbling to the sensitive microbalance signal.56

2.5.6 XPS

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha spectrometer equipped with a monochromatic small-spot X-ray source and a double focusing hemispherical analyzer with a 128-channel delay line detector. Spectra were obtained by using an aluminum anode (Al Kα = 1486.6 eV) operated at 72 W and a spot size of 400 µm. Survey scans were measured at a constant pass energy of 200 eV, and high-resolution scans of the separate regions were measured at 50 eV pass energy. The background pressure of the ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber was 2 × 10⁻⁸ mbar. Sample charging was compensated using an electron flood gun, and binding energy (BE) calibration was done by setting the C 1s peak of sp³ (CH, CC) carbon to BE (C 1s) = 284.8 eV. For proper fitting of the data of 1 and 2, two different iridium species had to be fitted. For 3-OH₁, species at binding energies of 62.3(1) eV and 60.8(1) eV in a respective ratio of 17:1 were fitted. For 4-OH₁, a ratio of 21:1 between a fitted species at 62.1(1) eV and 60.7(1) eV was fitted. Last, 61.7 and 60.4 eV (with a ratio of 11:1 respectively) were the fitted species for 2. The numbers in parentheses are standard errors. Electrode samples for XPS analysis were prepared by performing amperometry at the desired potential (1.95 or 2.05 V) with a GC electrode (0.07 cm²) in a hanging meniscus configuration for 30 minutes. The electrode was preanodized for 25 minutes at 2.1 V in a catalyst-free pH 7 phosphate buffer electrolyte. After subsequent rinsing with water, the electrode was held in electrolyte that contained 1 mM of the complex of interest. After amperometry, the electrode was rinsed with water and air dried before being subjected to XPS analysis.
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